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Abstract:
The North Africa desert, known as the Sahara, is the largest tropical desert in the world, occupying
roughly one-quarter of the African continent. It occupies southern Morocco, Mauritania, Tunisia,
most of Algeria, Libya, Egypt, northern Mali, Niger, Chad, and Sudan. It stretches about 5,700
kilometer (km), from the Nile Valley on the east to the Atlantic Ocean on the west and bounded by
the Mediterranean on the north. The estimated area of the Sahara is about 8 million square kilometer
(km2).
The terrain is dominated by plains with elevations of less than 500 meter (m) and with mountains,
exceeding 3000 m in the central Sahara, such as the Ahaggar and Tibesti. The terrain comprises also
few major endorheic depressions, several salts pans (Sabkhets) and miscellaneous seawater lagoons.
The largest is the Qattara Depression of Egypt, Chott Melrhir of Algeria, Chott El Jerid and Chott al
Gharsah of Tunisia and the Libyan chain of Al Sabkhet al Kabirah, Bir al Akhriyah and Sabkhet
Ghuzayyil. On the Atlantic Ocean side, there are Sabkhet Paki Tah of Morocco and Sabkhet Te-nDghamcha of Mauritania. As an example of lagoons, are the Bardawil Lake of Egypt and Dakhla
Bay of Western Sahara.
MIK Technology is proposing plans for using its Hypersalinity Osmotic Power Generation
Technology, technically known as “ISO” to generate electrical power in Gigawatts range on a
global scale. In North Africa, MIK Technology has proposed plans for Egypt’s Qattara Depression
and Tunisia’s Chotts, as well as Egypt’s Bardawil Lake of Sinai. For reference, readers may view
posted articles on MIK Technology’s website “www.miktechnology.com”. Other developments will
be published in due time.
This article proposes a conceptual scheme for exploiting the power potential of the southern tip of
Morocco, comprising Morocco’s Sabkhet Tah. This development will create a self-sustained new
small island, at the southwestern tip of Tan-Tan Province, named “Morocco’s Medallion Island”.

I. Introduction:
Salinity power generation is an emerging field in the quest for renewable energy. The science
behind this field of technology is based on exploiting the osmotic pressure difference between
waters of dissimilar salt concentration, employing semi-permeable membranes, to drive
hydroelectric generators. Osmotic potential, although unrecognized by many, it is a form of energy
like heat, work, chemical, electrical, momentum, gravitational, etc.
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MIK Technology of Houston, Texas USA has developed a patent pending technology for
“Hypersaline Osmotic Power Generation”, known as the “ISO Power Potential” that promotes the
concept of Large Scale Renewable Energy (LSRE) from natural and manmade hypersaline water
domains. This renewable clean power generation technology is isothermal sustainable process,
environmentally benign at a zero carbon-emission, with availability exceeds 90%.
The potential for generating power using this technology is attainable anywhere natural or manmade
physical domain or ecological topography that allows for cycling of waters of dissimilar salt
concentrations, preferably via evaporation-accumulation by solar energy. The higher is weather
dryness and heat, the higher will be the water evaporation rate and consequently, the higher is the
power generation system potential.
Therefore, world natural salt basins in proximity to the sea or rivers such as the Great Salt LakeUSA, Lake Natron-Tanzania, Lake Assal-Djibouti, Lake Urmia- Iran, Lake Baskunchak-Russia, the
Dead Sea-Israel/Jordan, and many of the dry salt lakes such as the Aral Sea-Kazakhstan, Badwater
basin-Death Valley USA, Qattara Depression-Egypt, Chott el Djerid-Tunisia, Chott MelrhirAlgeria, Sabkhet Te-n-Dghamcha- Mauritania, Sabkhet Tah-Morocco, salt domes, manmade salt
ponds are all strong candidates for the application of this technology.
The Sahara has a marked tropical desert climate, dry and hot. The climate is strongly influenced by
the northeasterly trade winds that prevail over most of the Sahara throughout the year. The present
arid climate has been experienced over the last 10,000 years. Relative humidity is about 30 –50%
causing a relatively high rate of evaporation of about 2,500–6,000 mm/year. Average north Sahara
receives about 100- 200 mm precipitation with less than 50 mm over most of the Sahara plains. In
the interior there may be no rain continuously for several years. Occasional flash floods may cause
serious flooding in the valleys and mudflows in elevated mountainous regions.
Sahara temperatures may reach 56°-58° C with the surface temperature of the ground may exceed
70° C. The weather is very dry with a trace of rain. Long windy periods of dust or sand storms
lasting many days are frequent, with wind velocity increasing to 30 m/s or more. The winds are
locally called Simoom (poison storm -  )رياح السمومin Sahara, Palestine, Israel, Jordan, Syria, and the
deserts of Arabian Peninsula, or Khamseen (  رياح الخماسين- fifty days storm) sand storm in Egypt, or
Sirocco ( (رياح الشرقي, ) (رياح الشهيليin Morocco and Tunisia respectively.
Morning dew and sand storms are common for most of the Sahara, where both together promote the
formation of thin layer of mud crust on surfaces. This behavior makes applicability of solar panels
rather questionable and its maintenance relatively expensive, due to the massive labor force
required to clean these panels.
Osmotic power technology for large-scale open domains offers a unique attribute that is unmatched
by any other energy technology, such as solar, wind, tidal, geothermal, nuclear, combustion,
hydraulic, etc. Osmotic power relies on the fact that it deals mostly with seawater under
atmospheric sunny conditions, where seawater is stored in natural land depressions or salt pans to
form large seawater-brine lakes. These lakes are natural habitat for all kinds of living species and
can be easily adapted to accommodate vibrant and self-sufficient large human communities around
their shores. Most lakes can hold large inventory of hypersaline water that can sustain power
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generation for weeks or even months. Osmotic power is more efficient than any other renewable or
fossil-based energy. It is clean energy, safe, continuous and generated isothermally in situ.
Generated osmotic power operates all known domestic, commercial and industrial functions. This
includes water desalination for human consumption and agricultural development, for energizing
various industries and for constructing massive housing and resorts projects, etc. Further, all of such
power generation domains can support large marine life industry that can feed and employ
multitude of people.
In this paper, the development of Morocco’s barren Sabkhet paki Tah domain, as a small prosperous
self-sufficient new community, for thousands of Moroccans is proposed.

II. Morocco’s Energy Plans:
The population of Morocco was estimated in 2011 at 31,968,360 with a population growth rate of
1.054%. Estimated electrical power consumption, in the same period, was 74 Watt per capita.
Conventional thermal energy represents 67 % of Morocco’s electrical power with the balance by
renewable hydroelectricity.
In 2008, Morocco installed capacity base was 6,020 megawatts. However, the generated
consumable energy was only 19.49 billion KWH of electricity (equates to 2.225 GW). Based on
capacity and availability factors of the power generation system, the overall system efficiency is
about 37%. Currently, power availability for consumption is about 2.5 Gigawatts.
Morocco is the largest energy importer in North Africa, with limited onshore and offshore reserves
of commercial value. Therefore, the country has initiated an ambitious plan to develop its renewable
wind energy capacity. Figures 1 and 2 depict location and wind speed in the African Sahara region.

.
Figure 1: NorthWestern Nations of Africa

Figure 2: Morocco-Wstern Sahara Wind Map
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Morocco’s wind energy objectives and plan are:
•
•
•

Achieve 14% increase in the national energy balance by 2020, using wind power.
Install wind power capacity of 2 GW to achieve additional annual production capacity of
6,600 GWH.
Save annually 1.5 million tons of fossil fuel and prevent the emission of 5.6 million tonnes
of CO2 per year

As part of its strategy towards energy use, Morocco has undertaken a vast wind energy program, to
support the development of renewable energy and energy efficiency in the country. The Moroccan
Integrated Wind Energy Project, spanning over a period of 10 years with a total investment
estimated at 31.5 billion dirham (3.7 billion U.S. dollars), will enable the country to bring the
installed capacity, from wind energy, from 280 MW in 2010 to 2,000 MW in 2020.

III. Morocco’s Proposed Medallion Island
Morocco strives to acquire power generating facilities capable of generating deliverable electrical
power capacity of about 26.1 billion KWH (2.98 GW) by year 2020. Considering population
increase to 35.13 million people by 2020, using the current population gross rate, then the equated
power ratio is 85 Watt per capita. This is only an increase of just one watt per capita every year.
This is rather modest development in the welfare and aspiration of the people of Morocco.
MIK Technology is proposing a project to generate renewable power for an additional 10% of
Morocco’s current deliverable power from an obscure barren land known as Sabkhet Tah at
Morocco’s southern border as shown in Figure 3 and 4.

Figure 3: Morocco’s project Location

Figure 4: Morocco’s ISO Power Project Area

The proposed project will not only generate power, but will reshape the proposed domain into a
unique small island that is surrounded with water. This island will have its own inland marine life
habitat, osmotic power Generation Lake, irrigated farmland and potentially a tourist attraction site
unlike any other in the region, all in about 1700 square kilometers of desolate desert!
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This project will make advantage of the land depression known as Sabkhet Tah to generate up to
300 MW of power, where 150 MW by osmotic power and the balance by wind. Osmotic power
generation achieved by allowing seawater to enter this sabkhet, at one end, and concentrate it to
hypersalinity level. Then, exchange this concentrated stream with fresh seawater on the other side
of the sabkhet. Osmotic power employs a proprietary osmotic power generation process, a technical
development of the author of this paper.
The estimated size of the Sabkhet is about 380 saquare kilometer with a maximum depth of 63 m
BSL. Since the sabkhet will be permenantly filled with water, then the newly developed lake will
be named “Lake Tarfaya” after the adjacent town of Tarfaya.
Figure 5 depicts the layout of such project that shall be known as “Morocco’s Medallion Island”,
which also illustrates other relevant developments and potential infrastructures”.

Figure 5: Morocco’s proposed new Medallion Island and Renewable Energy Development
In this scheme, a 15-kilometer navigable canal west of the Sabkhet will draw about 34 m3/sec
seawater from the Atlantic Ocean. The first section of the new lake will be for marine life
production (Fish Lake), which amount to 25% percent of the water domain. This lake will be
isolated from the rest of the lake with a flow restriction causeway. The larger section of the lake will
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be for forming high salinity brine. This section will be 1-2 meters lower than the water in the fish
lake to allow enough head to flow the water into the brine lake.
Scarped earthen material from the bottom of the proposed brine lake will construct earthen berms
and embankments at the end of this lake for flow handling. These berms will form a confined
directional water pass (zigzag) to insure proper water mixing and uniformity of salt concentration
when it reaches point of use, at the end of the lake. Saline water at a rate of about four (4) m3/sec
and concentration of about 32% will flow to the ISO Power Plant, in an open canal. There, brine
will be pumped from the canal to the ISO plant for use in generating osmotic power. The reject
stream from the power plant will discharge to the ocean, as proposed by the first scheme for nonrecycle flow (Figure 6). It will be partially recycled and used, as in the second scheme, to improve
plant efficiency by generating more power.
Two conceptual operating schemes are proposed. Both schemes have the same preliminary design
criterion for domain topography and atmospheric conditions. Evaporation rate plays a critical role in
osmotic power generation. Higher evaporation rate is conducive for higher brine formation and
consequently higher power generation. In this evaluation, the postulated lake evaporation rate is 2.5
meter/ year, but further rigorous evaluation is required for project final design. The first scheme in
Figure 6 outlines the basic design for a non-recycle case as outlined earlier.

Figure 6: Morocco’s 100 Megawatts ISO Power Plant Scheme
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Such system can generate about 100 MW of osmotic power, depending on the rate and stability of
water evaporation in this region. The scheme offers also about 100 square kilometer of marine
habitat at a maximum water salinity of 5.4%.
Shores of the Tarfaya domain enjoy high wind (Figure 2). The Moroccan Government is
considering this advantage in their plans to enhance Morocco’s national power plan. This advantage
and has been considered as well, by this proposed Medallion Island Project, for further
enhancement of project power potential. Therefore, it is another objective of this project to expand
wind generation, in land around the newly formed lake to generate additional 150 MW of power,
for total project capacity of more than 300 MW. It is a fact that evaporation from the surface of the
newly constructed lake will create a vertical draft that induces wind towards the lake, which drives
wind turbine and generate additional power.
Figure 7 depicts osmotic power generation with partial recycle. The advantage of such scheme is
generating 50% more power due the partial use of recycle discharge water with higher salinity
(8%), in lieu of seawater. In this case, 20 m3/s seawater will used instead of 34 m3/s in the nonrecycle case, in addition to 16 m3/s of recycled brine. Such option will require additional
infrastructure; new canal, water distribution, larger ISO plant, etc. It will also increase fish lake
salinity by 0.5%. However, the benefits of the recycle scheme will outweigh its additional cost.

Figure 7: Morocco’s 150 Megawatts ISO Power Plant Scheme with Recycle
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IV. Conclusion
This paper proposes the development of Morocco’s Sabkhet Tah domain as a prosperous selfsufficient new community for thousands of Moroccans. This development will create a new small
island at the southwestern tip of Tan-Tan Province, named “Morocco’s Medallion Island”. The
potential of generating osmotic and wind power from and around the sabkhet will add additional
10% to the current national power generation. This implies providing power to 3,000,000 people at
100 W/capita (current rate is 74 W/capita). This massive amount of energy will have a major impact
on the prosperity of this country and its neighbors, particularly Western Sahara.
This proposal will also reshape this desert region into a unique small island surrounded by water
and will have its own inland marine life habitat, continuous renewable osmotic power generation
process, irrigated farmland and potentially a tourist attraction site unlike any other in the region.
All what it takes.… is a vision!
Maher Kelada, President
MIK Technology, USA
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